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We propose to research an abstract-interpretation-based static analysis
for higher-order programming languages which performs demanddriven (backward) variable lookups, addressing issues of performance
and expressiveness towards a foundational theory for practical analysis tools. State-of-the-art program analyses in the higher-order space
generally carry variable environments forward, and only recently our
research introduced an alternative backward approach, but, while preliminary investigation indicates that our technique has fundamentally
different and promising trade-offs, the connection between forward and
backward analysis is not well understood; we intend to examine this
question, contemplating a hybrid approach which would combine the
strengths of both methods. We also propose to address shortcomings
of the existing backward technique, in particular regarding recursive
programs, by introducing improved models for calling contexts and
by adapting parameters in the course of variable lookup. Finally, we
plan to probe other grounding theoretical frameworks besides the
pushdown-automata reachability we currently use, including logic
programming and grammar-based strategies.

1

Program Analysis

og a m a n al i is the discipline of reasoning about computer
programs, with the predominant goal of promoting optimizations and
asserting program correctness. Tools including compilers, debuggers,
Integrated Development Environments (i d es) and program verifiers
depend on program analysis to ground semantic-preserving program
transformations, to assist developers, and to construct proofs. One essential task in program analysis is to determine what program points
run in what order (control-flow analysis), which is useful, for example, to detect dead code that the compiler can eliminate, and to find
fragments that are executed very often (hotspots) which would benefit from just-in-time (j i ) compilation. Another important task is
to determine what data is required in what computation (data-flow
analysis), which is useful, for example, to statically check for type
errors in dynamically-typed languages, and to find accidental leaks of
sensitive information in cryptographic systems.
One strategy for program analysis is to monitor the program execution by instrumenting its runtime (dynamic analysis), retrieving
precise information, but limited to a particular run; another strategy,
which is the subject of our research, is to perform the analysis before
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By Rice’s theorem [Rice 1953].
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execution (static analysis), recovering information applicable to all
possible runs. This task an undecidable in the general case,3 but we
wish for an analysis with termination guarantees, so we allow for
precision loss and accept approximate answers.4
In first-order languages5 the control flow is evident from the program structure: to determine what function is called at a call site,
for example, it suffices to look at its name,6 so precision losses arise
only from data-flow analysis. But, in higher-order languages,7 which
are the subject of our research, control flow and data flow are intertwined, and the analysis of each informs the other: the paths followed
during program execution influence data computation, which dictate
what functions become available at call sites, and this, in turn, affects
future paths; precision losses arise from both control- and data-flow
analysis, so this is a more challenging task.8 Program analysis in both
first- and higher-order settings is a research area with decades of history, to the point that some techniques are part of well-established
compilers and textbooks,9 but the former has received more consideration than the latter, and higher-order features are recently growing
in popularity among commercial programmers, increasing the demand for higher-order program analyses.
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Abstract Run
Static Analyses
5

Those in which functions are not values,
for example, C.
6
Ignoring function pointers, but they are
rarely used in C programs.
7
Those in which functions are first-class
citizens that can be passed as arguments to
function calls, returned from function calls,
stored in data structures, and so forth, for
example, Scheme, ML and JavaScript.
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Abstract Interpretation

Control Flow

a mong he h e o i e for program analysis, we employ one of
the most widespread, abstract interpretation,10 which consists of
executing a modified version of the analyzed program (abstraction).
Consider the following example:
Program
a = 3

Values
a = 3

Abstract Program

 = ⊕
a

Abstract Values
}
 = {⊕
a

b = -2
c = a + b
d = a × b

b = -2
c = 1
d = -6

 = ⊖

b

 b
 = a
 +
c


 b
 ×
d = a

 = {⊖
}
b
 ⊕
, 0,
}
 = {⊖
c

}
d = {⊖

The program in the first column is in a general-purpose programming language and ranges over the infinite domains of numbers and
numeric operations, and the second column lists the results of a single
run.11 Statically anticipating all possible runs of programs of this nature is undecidable in the general case, particularly due to unbounded
recursion, but abstract interpretation lets us discover approximations
by executing an abstract version of the program which ranges over
finite domains.12 The choice of abstraction is open and depends on
the analysis goals, both in terms of the properties it retrieves and,
perhaps more importantly, in what it can approximate. In our example in the third column we are interested in the number signs and not
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Aho et al. 2007.
Cousot and Cousot 1977.
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⊖


⊕

Negative
Zero
Positive
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The only possible run, in this oversimplified example.
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Decidability relies on a counting argument.
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in their magnitude, so we abstract numbers into their signs, numeric
operations into their counterparts abiding by the rules of signs,13
and variables into abstract variables.14 We then execute this abstract
program, and the last column above represents the result: variables
are assigned abstract values (sets of signs) that accommodate the
potential precision loss ensuing from the addition of positive and negative numbers, for which the resulting sign is undetermined, as in
 . Finally, we can observe the abstract values to assert properties of
c
 = {⊖
} implies d is
all runs of the original program; for example, d
negative.
Both concrete and abstract values can be partially ordered from
more precise to more general, forming lattices, and abstract interpretation establishes relationships between these latices in the form of
abstraction and concretization functions (𝛼 and 𝛾, respectively), and
connections between them which, at a very high level, guarantee the
round trip from concrete to abstract and then back (Galois connections).15 Executing the abstract program reduces to finding the least
fixed-points in lattices, which are guaranteed to exist regardless of
unbounded loops or recursive functions in the program.16 Beyond the
simple example above in the abstract domain of signs, we can apply
these techniques to collect other properties, including control and
data flows of either first- or higher-order programs.17
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} ×
} = {⊖
}.
 {⊖
For example, {⊕
By convention, hats () denote abstractions.
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By Knaster–Tarski theorem [Tarski 1955].
Shivers 1991.
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Complete

…
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Ideally, we want an analysis to be sound, exactly precise (complete) and performant, but these are conflicting goals and cannot
all three be attained simultaneously;19 so, in practice, these characteristics define a design space in which the choice of abstractions
induces analyses with varying degrees of (un)soundness, precision

Unsound

…

• Soundness: There are abstract values that correspond to any concrete value from any possible run; for example, if d = -6 in a
.
∈d
program run then ⊖
• Precision (Expressiveness) (Completeness): There are program runs
which result in concrete values corresponding to the predicted
 = {⊖
} is
abstract values; for example, in the program above, d

, 0, ⊕
}, because d might assume a neg = {⊖
more precise than c
ative value (namely, -6), but there is no program run in which c
 and 0 represent precision
is non-positive (it is 1 every time), so ⊖
loss.
• Performance (Decidability): The effort necessary to compute the
analysis.

Sound

Soundness

Precision

Performance

0CFA
Performance

o

OAAM

Practicality

DDPA P4F
CFA2
k-CFA ΔCFA
Precision

𝑘-CFA (0CFA ) [Shivers 1991],
OA AM [Johnson et al. 2013], P4F [Gilray
et al. 2016], CFA2 [Vardoulakis 2012] and
ΔCFA [Might 2007].
19
By Gödel’s incompleteness theorem [Gödel 1931].
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and performance. Previous research in higher-order program analysis
has explored this space, for example, 0cfa 20 is sound and reasonably fast, but imprecise; Δcf a 21 is sound and precise, but slow; and
DoctorJS22 is unsound, but reasonably precise and fast. However,
navigating the design space can be unintuitive; for example, there are
cases in which more precision leads to better performance, because
computation has to follow less spurious program paths. We work on
the practicality of sound, decidable and reasonably precise analyses,
introducing techniques inspired by first-order analysis that present
different trade-offs and might unlock a new level of performance.
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Demand-Driven Program Analysis (DDPA)

he d ef ini n g property of our analysis, Demand-Driven Program
Analysis (dd a ), is the direction of abstract value computation. Generally, program analyses for higher-order languages—including all
the ones in the previous section—carry variable environments forward, in close correspondence to the interpreters they abstract; in our
 , and so forth as the
, b
example, the variable environment collects a
abstract interpretation progresses. But, in dd a, instead of maintaining a variable environment, we look variables up on demand by
following the control flow backward; for example, when we reach
 , we register the computation depends on a
 , so
 and b
program point d
we traverse the program upward looking for their definitions. In this
 are immediately evident, but, in general,
 and b
simplistic example, a
they might require further variable lookups, in a process that resembles programmers investigating stack traces and reasoning about how
program execution reached a certain state.
The first distinct advantage of a backward approach is its potential to disregard unwanted information; for example, when querying
 , we can skip c
 and never compute it, because it does not affect
d
the lookup subject. In general, backward analyses visit variable uses
(references) before definitions, which provides them with more information when determining what details to retain and what precision
to lose. More importantly, the opposing directions might induce
fundamentally different trade-offs, similar to those in bottom-up versus top-down parsing23 and forward versus backward chaining in
inference engines.24 While there exist first-order demand-driven program analyses,25 as well as some limited attempts to adapt them to
a higher-order setting,26 d d a is, to the best of our knowledge, the
first fully-featured system of its kind.

24

Hayes-Roth et al. 1983.
Reps et al. 1995, Horwitz et al. 1995,
Reps 1995, 1994, Saha and Ramakrishnan
2005, Duesterwald et al. 1997, Heintze and
Tardieu 2001.
26
The analyses in [Dubé 2003, Spoon 2005],
for example, focus on adapting parameters
according to the demand and in weakening
answers of subgoals, rendering them less
expressive.
25
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DDPA Overview

c on i de
h e example on the margin: a Scheme program that defines an identity function and calls it twice with different arguments.
The program points (function definitions, applications, literal values
and variable references) are labeled with numbered superscripts. Below the program is its abstraction, following the rules of signs from
the previous sections, and, lastly, there is a complete Control-Flow
Graph (cfg ), in which nodes are program points, square nodes are
function applications and arrows are the control flow; thin arrows, in
particular, are immediately apparent from the program structure and
form blocks for the top level (1–7) and function body (8). Initially,
d d a is supplied a partial cf g encompassing only these blocks of
nodes and thin arrows, and its duty is to compute the thick arrows,
which wire the applied functions around call sites, and are labeled
after them for reasons that will become evident later (- stands for
entrance and + for exit).
c fg construction is an iterative and incremental process that requires variable lookups in partial cf g s, due to the interlacing of
control and data flows in higher-order programs; for example, to
 , dd a queries
wire the appropriate function body around call site 4
27

which values could be bound to id at that point. Moreover, following the abstract interpretation framework, these call sites must
 and
be handled in an order that preserves evaluation sequence: 4
 . The procedure to find call sites that are ready to be resolved is to
7
look for a path from the program start to them that does not include
function calls—multiple call sites may be ready for resolution at the
same time, because they represent different concrete runs, and in that
case an arbitrary selection is adequate, and the final cf g would be
the same.28
An intuition for how lookups operate29 is to begin at the program
point involved in the query and traverse the c f g in reverse, following the arrows in the illustration backward; for example, consider
 at call site 4
 →2
 →1
 : d d a visits 4
 →3
 , and then the
looking for id
answer is immediate. Had the analysis found an alias—for example,
 id
 a
 )—it would have changed the query subject to a

(define
and proceeded; and, had it found a bifurcation with multiple arrows
to follow, it would have non-deterministically explored all of them
and joined the results. Nodes that do not contribute to the solution
 and 2
 in our example; this rule apare skipped, as was the case of 3
plies even to nodes representing function calls, letting us skip entire
irrelevant function wirings.30

(define (id x) x8 )1
(id2 33 )4 ; ⇒ 3
(id5 -66 )7 ; ⇒ -6

 (id
 x
(define
) x
 8 )1
 2 ⊕
3 )4
(id
 5 ⊖
6 )7
(id

27

In this oversimplified example there is
 , and it
only one candidate function for id
can be looked up by name, but this does
not hold in general higher-order programs.

28

A property called convergence.

29

The next section covers the actual
strategy.

30

Similar to the summarization techniques
in CFA2 [Vardoulakis 2012].
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Obstacles in DDPA

i
e 1: ca l l – e
n a l i g n m e n . Consider the example from
 starting
the previous section, and a lookup for the return value of 4

on the program point immediately following it, 5. There are two
 →3

 →8
conceivable paths, which result in different abstract values: 5
 →6
 outputs ⊖
 →8
, and 5
. An unsophisticated analysis would
outputs ⊕
 = {⊕
, ⊖
}, but this reprejoin these results to reply the query with 4
sents precision loss because the only concrete value at that program
point is positive (namely, 3). The inaccuracy source is the absurd

second path, which misaligns functions call and return: it enters id
 and exits it through an edge linked to
through an edge linked to 4
 (in reverse). To discard this path and preserve precision, d d a
7

employs a stack, called the context stack,31 which it observes in the
 when going past
course of c fg traversal, for example, by pushing 4


 edge
the +4 edge and popping when going past the -4 edge—the -7
mismatches the stack top element, so the entire path involving it does
not contribute to the answer.
i
e 2:
bo dina e look
. Consider the example on the
margin: the program defines and then calls the constant function k,
which captures its argument in a closure. We query dd a for the
return value of the program, and it starts a cf g traversal in reverse,
 and changing the lookup subject to x
visiting 8
 . If the analysis fol →2
 →1
 →4
 →3
,
lowed the rules described thus far, then it would explore 5

reach the start of the program without having gone past the -4 edge
where x
 is bound, and fail to find an answer, for not having accurately expressed the notion of lexical scoping that is requisite to capturing a variable in a closure. The solution to this hurdle in dd a is
to introduce another stack, called the continuation stack, that manages
subordinate lookups. In our example, before going past the func , the analysis detects that the query subject is not
tion entrance at -6
the function argument, so it must be a non-local variable that was
in scope at the function definition; d d a then pushes the current
lookup to the continuation stack and begins to look for the function
: 4
 . This causes the analysis to explore 5
 →7
 , where the
called at 6
subordinate lookup ends, and from there it can resume the origi .32 , 33 Besides
 and finding the answer at 3
nal lookup, going past -4
non-local variable lookups, the analysis of several operations calls
for subordinate lookups and uses the continuation stack, for example, record projection, functions with multiple arguments (including,
binary operations), and so forth.
i

e 3: d e c i dab i l i

. Consider the example on the margin: the

31

The context stack in DDPA corresponds
to the call stack in an interpreter, but it
operates in the opposite direction.

(define (k x) (λ (y) x8 )7 )1
((k2 33 )4 -65 )6 ; ⇒ 3

 (k
 (y
 x
(define
 ) (λ
) x
 8 )7 )1





2
3
4
5
6
 ⊕
 ) ⊖
 )
((k

32

The naïve lookup path mentioned above
 →2
 →1
 , but failed to
 →4
 →3
 ) also visited 3
(5
discover the answer for having the wrong
lookup subject when reaching it.
33
This strategy is comparable to—and
inspired by—access links used in compilers
for higher-order languages [Aho et al.
2007].

(define (u x) (x5 x6 )7 )1
(u2 u3 )4 ; ⇒ ⊥

 (u
 6 )7 )1
(define
 x
 ) (x
 5 x
 4


3
2
 )
(u
 u
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program is a diverging recursion. Recursion (diverging or otherwise)
 →-7
 and 5
 →6
 →5
 , and a
induces cycles in the c f g, for example, +7
graph-traversal-based analysis like the one described thus far would
follow these cycles indefinitely without terminating. dd a encodes
the c f g traversals in terms of a pushdown automaton ( d a ) with
an empty input alphabet, also known as a pushdown system ( d ),
and lookups in terms of d reachability queries, which are known
to be decidable.34 There is one hurdle, though: a d has one stack,
but we described two stacks in this section, the context stack and
the continuation stack, and they can both grow arbitrarily, which
is enough to simulate a Turing machine.35 Our strategy to suit the
analysis encoding to the d model is to finitely approximate one of
the stacks and embed it in multiple copies of the automaton nodes.36
The choice of which stack to compromise has distinct effects on precision: approximating the context stack impacts call–return alignment,
and approximating the continuation stack impacts operations depending on subordinate lookups, including non-local lookups, record
projections, and so forth. In dd a, we choose the former,37 and the
context stack abstraction is simple but unrefined: it is truncated to
a certain configurable maximum size 𝑘.38 When the context stack is
exhausted, precision is lost in the form of call–return misalignment,
and, unfortunately, recursive programs always trigger this issue in
our current system—improving on this is one of the thrusts in this
research proposal.39

7

34
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Bouajjani et al. 1997.

35

The stacks are the left and right sides of
the tape.
36

Similar to the strategy adopted by the
standard algorithm for converting a nondeterministic finite automaton into a
deterministic one [Aho et al. 2007].

37

CFA2 [Vardoulakis 2012] does the
opposite.
38

Analogous to 𝑘-CFA ’s strategy for handling contours.

39

See § 9.

40

Weeks 2006.

Thrust: Practicality

a c i ca l o ol based on higher-order program analyses are
in short supply; among the few examples there are MLton40 and
Stalin,41 , 42 highly-optimizing compilers for ml and Scheme, respectively; and DoctorJS,43 a type-recovery analysis for JavaScript. But
they are limited: MLton and Stalin use relatively imprecise variants
of 0c f a, and DoctorJS is unsound. We attribute this scarcity to the
poor performance of more sophisticated analyses, and, while there
are theoretical firm boundaries on how fast they can operate,44 we
believe that better trade-offs are attainable in practice. Our research
does not concentrate on building analysis clients, but on developing
theoretical analysis frameworks to support them,45 and, to this end,
we emphasize the examination of algorithmic complexity and, more
importantly, running times.
Realistically, we do not anticipate reaching the performance necessary to support real-time interactivity in Integrated Development
Environments (ide s), for example, but we expect our theory to be
capable of processing reasonably-sized real-world code bases in ac-

41

Siskind 1999.
An unfortunate name choice.
43
Vardoulakis 2012.
42

44

𝑘-CFA is complete for exponential time
and even 0CFA is 𝑂(𝑛 ) [Van Horn 2013].

45
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…
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Program Analyzers
Program Analysis Theory
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ceptable time (hundreds of thousands of lines of code within hours
or a few days at most), which should suffice for optimizers and verification tools that run once before project releases, for example.
As an instance of a prototypical concrete client, in our tests we use
a lightweight static type checker for dynamically-typed languages
which asserts, for example, that non-function values are not used as
operators at call sites, that record projections only involve existing
fields, and so forth.
The next sections propose specific research directions to achieve
this overarching goal of practicality.

8

Thrust: Bidirectional Analysis

he
o mi n e n b e n e f i of demand-driven analyses is their
potential to only analyze program slices relevant to a query while
setting aside a large portion of the code base, which is advantageous
for clients that are concerned with extra specific targets, for example,
a security verification tool trying to discover sensitive information
disclosure in an individual function from a cryptographic library.
However, beyond the mere ability to disregard parts of the program,
preliminary results46 in our exploration indicate that our backwardlookup approach gives rise to fundamentally different trade-offs when
compared to forward techniques in terms of running time and expressiveness: in some test cases dd a outperforms other state-of-the-art
analyses, and in other cases it is defeated; more importantly, precision losses are found at different sites for the competing analyses.
The causes for these discrepancies are still unclear, but our initial
investigations suggest that they might be indicative of theoretically
interesting distinct underlying properties, comparable to those in
bottom-up versus top-down parsing47 and forward versus backward
chaining in inference engines,48 and we propose to further examine
this connection in the domain of higher-order program analyses.
In particular, we intend to explore the relationship between the
value environments maintained by forward analyses during abstract
interpretation and an automaton we developed for dd a ’s implementation to cache d -reachability computations and improve
running time, the Pushdown Reachability automaton ( d ). The abstract interpretation in our analysis builds the d incrementally in
a manner that resembles the value environments from forward analyses, but they do not completely align; for example, d s may be
partially lazily computed and appear to promote more subordinate
lookups reuse than value environments. To direct our examination,
we wish to reformulate forward analyses, for example, 𝑘-cf a, in
terms closer to d s and vice versa; a methodology that has been suc-

46

See § 11

47

Aho et al. 2007.

48

Hayes-Roth et al. 1983.
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cessful in literature, for example, in developing 𝑚c fa, which arose
from comparing 𝑘-c f a in object-oriented and functional programming languages.49 Our vision is to eventually construct a bidirectional analysis that combines the strengths of forward and backward
analyses, a fruitful approach in other areas, for example, inference
engines.
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Might et al. 2010.

Thrust: Expressiveness

he m o
i g n i f i c an deficiency in dd a is in its treatment of
recursive functions: the analysis ingenuously traverses the c f g cycle
induced by recursion50 until it exhausts the context stack, which
causes loss of precision and is expensive to compute; to exacerbate
the issue, an exhausted context stack percolates and pollutes the
analysis of associated stack frames. Revisiting the example in i
e






3 from § 6, dd a ’s context stack grows [4] → [4, 7] → [4, 7, 7] → …
until the 𝑘 positions are exhausted, when precision is lost, the element
 is discarded, and the context stack collapses into [7
, 7
 , …], where 7

4
appears 𝑘 times. We observed this negative effect in practice in our
preliminary investigations,51 and we attribute most severe cases of
precision loss and substandard running times to it.
We propose to address this situation by considering alternative
context abstractions, including models based on regular expressions
and graphs. A regular-expression abstraction is similar to the Φ𝐶𝑅
function for handling contours in TinyBang52 and, to a lesser extent,
 s and
to the stack discipline in Δc f a:53 instead of accumulating 7
54
 ] → [4
, 7
 ] → [4
, 7
 ∗] , at which
then truncating the stack, it grows [4
point it has collapsed the cycle, but avoided losing extra precision on
 . If there are multiple edges in the cycle, then they are all merged
4
 and 9
 , then the
together; for example, if the cycle is formed by 8
 |9
 }∗. Unlike our current context stack, this
stack element becomes {8
abstraction is exact for non-recursive programs, because it only ap and 9

proximates calls within a cycle; for example, calls between 8


might misalign when the regular expression suffix is {8|9}∗.
As a further refinement, to avoid collapsing recursive cycles, we
propose a graph-based context abstraction, in which contexts are cf g
slices paired with a pointer: the slices includes the cycles, and the
pointer monitors where in the cycle the abstract interpretation is at
the moment.55 For these cf g slices to be sound, there must be no
missing wirings, but the purpose of d d a ’s abstract interpretation is
precisely to discover these wirings, so, to solve this conundrum, we
entertain the possibility of running a faster and less precise analysis—
for example, 0 dd a, which has no context abstraction whatsoever—
to inform the more sophisticated pass. The source of approximation

50

Traversing a cycle is equivalent to
unrolling a loop [Aho et al. 2007].

51

See § 11.

52

Palmer 2015.

53

Might 2007.

54

The ∗ is the Kleene star, which denotes
“zero or more of the previous form [Aho
et al. 2007].”

55

Example of CFG slice paired with a pointer
 serving as a context abstraction.
to 6
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in this model is the potential misalignment between traversals of call
and return cycles, because there is no communication mechanism
between these traversals besides the pointer in the graph, which cannot transport the required information; in our example, the call and
 →-7
 →6
 →5
 and +7
 , and misalignment
return cycles are, respectively, 5
would occur if traversing one three times and the other only twice,
for example.
Our very early explorations of the regular-expression model suggest that the added precision are accompanied by enormous performance costs,56 so, as a compromise, we propose exploring an adaptive dd a variant, in which parameters are adjusted in the course of
lookup; for example, the context stack size limit 𝑘 can increase until
recursion is detected, improving precision but not affecting the algorithm decidability, and, for recursive cycles, 𝑘 is decreased to lessen
the harm of the ingenuous traversal described above; additionally,
we may transition to the more expensive context abstraction only in
select cases.
a no he a e c of expressiveness is aligning values from different paths. Consider the example on the margin: it starts by choosing
a random boolean b, then it independently computes two variables
m and n based on b, and, finally, it multiplies these two values; the
program output is positive regardless of the choice of b, because m
and n condition upon the same circumstance so there does not exist a program run in which they disagree in sign. dd a ’s lookups
for m and n are unconnected and the results are not correlated, so
the analysis does not correctly capture the sign property and an, ⊕
}. We developed a
swers that the abstract program results in {⊖
variant called Demand-Driven Relative Store Fragment Analysis (d f )
to mend this issue, and its defining characteristic is that it does not
reply to lookups with only the abstract values, but also with the relative traces from the program point associated with the query to the
relevant allocation point, as well as partial abstract stores with re in d f returns
lated bindings. In our example, the lookup for m
57






{[
m ↦ ⊕, b ↦ true], [
m ↦ ⊖, b ↦ false]}, and the lookup for
 would return in a similar fashion, allowing the analysis to discard
n
.
correlations between stores with disagreeing abstract values for b
d f ’s capabilities go beyond the lookup correlations, though,
because the abstract traces in the query results (not shown in the
example above) are sufficient to substantiate environment analysis,58
a form of program analysis that reasons about allocations of abstract
bindings upon closure creation and is useful for various compiler
optimizations. While d f itself has been implemented and tested,
building a lightweight client to explore environment analysis on

og am anal
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56

We anticipate the graph model gives rise
to less duplication, and, consequently, will
perform better.

(define
(define
(define
(× m n)

b
m
n
;

(random-boolean))
(if b 3 -6))
(if b 4 -7))
⇒ 12 or 42

 b
 (random-boolean))

(define
 m
 b
 ⊕
 ⊖
))
 (if
(define
 n
 b
 ⊕
 ⊖
))
 (if
(define
 m
 n
)
(×

57

Abstract traces in the query results not
shown here for simplicity—they are empty,
in this case, because there are no function
calls involved.

58

Might 2007.
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top of it is still on the plans. Moreover, we take in consideration
structuring the rest of the work in this research proposal on top of
d f as opposed to dd a, but this still demands more investigation
due to the computational costs associated with the added precision;
specifically, dd a is polynomial and d f is exponential, and our
benchmarks reveal that the distinction manifests in practice, but
weakened (potentially polynomial) variations of d f may prove to
be better foundations for our research for other reasons—for example,
the theory for handling stateful computations is more straightforward
in this setting.
he la
e
e i ene
facet we propose to examine is extending the core theory to support more features of practical programming languages: tail-call optimization, sophisticated control flow operators (for example, exceptions and first-class continuations), more
basic values, data structures and operations on them (for example,
lists), and so forth. This lays the foundations for our goal of testing
dd a with real-world code bases, and requires crucial theoretical
advancements; for example, exceptions introduce numerous wirings
in the cfg, and managing them efficiently is an open problem. Improvements in this area facilitate the creation of compilers from other
programming languages into the core language d d a analyzes, and
will allow us to extend the proof-of-concept Scheme compiler we use
in our benchmark suite.59

10

59

See § 11

60

Earl et al. 2010.

Thrust: Other Foundations

he he o e i c al d e i c e that makes variable lookup decidable
in d d a is the d -reachability question to which it reduces, in a
manner comparable to—and inspired by— d cf a 60 and similar analyses,61 but this is far from being the sole option: there are program
analyses based on logic programming,62 grammars, constraints, set
theory and so forth.63 Some of these formulations might offer advantages; for example, encoding lookups in terms of logic programs may
permit d d a to benefit from decades of research and implementation
efforts that went into inference engines, including some bidirectional
capabilities we wish to explore.64 We anticipate this might improve
our understanding of the trade-offs and the core properties in our
analysis, as well as potentially simplify its implementation.
Another dimension worthy of examination are the different frameworks for specifying semantics: as it stands, the definition of d d a ’s
concrete language is based on reduction relations [Felleisen and Hieb
1992], and we propose to explore alternatives including natural (bigstep) semantics [Kahn 1987], denotational semantics [Scott 1970],

61

DDPA
PDS-reachability
Reduction Semantics
Administrative-Normal Formal
62

Reps 1994, Saha and Ramakrishnan 2005.
Midtgaard 2012.
64
See § 8.
63
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abstract machines [Landin 1966], definitional interpreters [Reynolds
1972], and so forth. Related works in program analysis demonstrate
that different computational models have a tendency to induce appealing abstract interpreters; for example, Big c f a2 is based on
natural semantics [Vardoulakis 2012], the original 𝑘-c f a presentation used denotational semantics [Shivers 1991], aa m relies on
abstract machines [Van Horn and Might 2011], and there exists recent work on program analysis using definitional interpreters [Darais
et al. 2017]; our objective is to comprehend the impact the demanddriven approach has in analyses based on these distinct models. On
a related venue, we consider investigating alternative intermediate
representations for the analyzed language; for example, d d a is currently defined using Administrative Normal Form (anf ) [Flanagan
et al. 1993], but more sophisticated control operators including exceptions and first-class continuations might be better handled using
Continuation-Passing Style (c ) [Sussman and Steele 1975], which
converts them into a single construction, the tail function call.

Preliminary Results

e
b li he d two peer-reviewed papers on d d a thus far:65 , 66
the first presents the core dd a theory, and the second introduces
d f, a path-sensitive variant in which lookups result not only in
abstract values, but also in abstract relative traces to their definitions and in partial abstract stores.67 Besides the contributions to the
theory and implementation, the author also led the efforts on benchmarking, which involved finding test cases in the literature, porting
them to our analysis’ language, and running experiments comparing dd a and d f to other state-of-the-art analyses, for example,
P4F68 and o aam.69 , 70 To accomplish this, we built a compiler for a
Scheme subset, including a collection of standard-library functions;
moving forward we will examine more realistic test cases beyond
micro-benchmarks, and extend our compiler to support more language features and a larger assortment of built-in functions.71 Our
preliminary results indicate that d d a is comparable to its competitors in performance, as the graph on the margin suggests, but
the source of some discrepancies is unclear, and we plan to further
investigate this.
Regarding expressiveness and dd a ’s shortcoming in recursive
programs, the author’s first qualifying project72 introduced a language variation and corresponding analysis in which recursive bindings are first-class citizens and do not require encodings in the form
of self-passing or the combinator; this simplifies compilers from
other languages (for example, Scheme and Python) into d d a core

65

Palmer and Smith 2016, Facchinetti et al.
2017.
66
The author of this research proposal
was co-author on the first paper artifact
and co-author on the second paper and
accompanying artifact.
67
See § 9.

68
69

Gilray et al. 2016.
Johnson et al. 2013.

70

DDPA P4F OAAM
Time

11

Test Cases

An impressionistic view of how DDPA
performance compares to P4F and OA A M.
The test cases range from synthetic microbenchmarks that stress particular aspects
of program analyses, for example, closure
creation, to real-world programs of 100–
200 lines of code.
71
A collaborator is doing research in this
area, targeting a Python subset in a project
called CoPylot.
72
Facchinetti 2016.
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language, and reduces program size. The initial implementation of
this idea had a negative impact on performance, but there are several
improvements to consider in future work; for example, we currently
treat all bindings as potentially recursive, but we could identify those
that are non-recursive and skip the more sophisticated and expensive
analysis on them.
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